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INTRODUCTION GENERAL MODEL FORMULATIONS

PROPOSED APPROACH

Key Question: 
How to automatically instantiate and optimize 

atomic-scale material design problems?

Input material design space

Input objective function and 
user-defined constraints

Automatically assign basic descriptor 
variables

Optimize via Pyomo solver interfaces or 
customized algorithms

Interface with Python packages for post-
processing & analysis

Output solution pool of 
structures

Challenges & Opportunities:

Potentially hard to specify

Easy integration into existing 
analysis/scripts

CONCLUSIONS

➢ An open-source toolkit for modeling and optimizing atomic-scale 
nanostructured materials was proposed

➢ Toolkit interface takes advantage of common modeling elements, simplifying 
user interaction and allowing rapid model development

➢ Developed framework can quickly be deployed to model new examples of 
bifunctional catalysts from recent literature. 
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EXAMPLE JUPYTER NOTEBOOK & RESULTS

Future Steps: 
• Develop simplified interfaces for common material systems
• Finish make documentation, automatic test, and examples

Optimization-Based Design Paradigm

• Lots of work on how to fabricate complex 
structures, but no systematic approach as to 
which structures to fabricate

• Proposed paradigm: Design bottom-up, arranging 
matter via mathematical optimization

• Mathematical optimization provides a rigorous, 
systematic way to explore the entire design space

EXAMPLE: BIFUNCTIONAL SURFACE MODEL

User Defined:
Max. sum of reactive sites
Definition of reactive site

Automatically Generated:
Indication of conformations
Variable design space

Basic Variables
Descriptor 
Variables

Site Indicator 
Variables

Predefined, automatable step User definition required
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Atomic-scale Material Optimization

• Nanostructured surface defects [1,2]

• Dopant placement patterns [3]

• Nanocluster cohesive energy [4]

• Adaptive learning for microstructure optimization [5]

Common Modeling Components

• Building blocks (e.g., atoms)

• Neighbor interactions (e.g., bonds)

• Neighbor counts (e.g., coordination number)

• Conformations (e.g., edge sites, facet sites) Adapted from [5]

Adapted from [2]

Adapted from [3] Adapted from [4]

Facet Sites
NH3* Dissociation

Edge Sites
N* Association

Model Bifunctional Catalyst: Ammonia Decomposition [5]

• Ni on Pt “patchy” catalyst, less than one monolayer

• Assume simple model for reactivity:

– One “unit” of reactivity for each edge site next to a facet site 

Fully flexible modeling object 
hierarchy provided

Naïve formulations are often 
difficult to solve

Customized approaches are 
easy to test and develop

Basic Modeling Automation

• Common modelling components can be instantiated automatically as needed

• Simplifies user code and eliminates potential errors

• Predefined options allow rapid model development and testing (e.g., symmetry 
breaking, alternative formulations)

Common Features:

• Creating Lattice, Shape, Tiling, 
Canvas objects 

• Using common functions to 
define optimization models

• Creating Design from solver 
results

Unique Features:

• Creating conformations 
programmatically

• Modifying Canvas 
neighborhood information

• User-defined descriptor 
variables and objective 
function

Observations:

• Simple model assumptions 
yields design identified in [5]

• Relatively large, shallow tile 
design spaces are tractable

Simplifies user input & 
avoids modelling errors


